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Little by Little

“If I cannot do great things, I can do small things in a great way.”This quote was made by the
remarkably influential Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dr. King was one of our biggest support
systems for equality in America and still is too this day. He said this quote during the Civil
Rights Movement and it has been very influential to many out in the world, me included. This
quote has observed how we do not all need to do huge tremendous actions to change the
world we can simply do small things in a great way as he says to change the world. Just as
Dr. King has shown us. he did not immediately change everyone's opinions but he made
small actions in a great way to change individuals minds and opinions little by little.

Little by little we can change things and little by little we can show up. We can show up for
ourselves and we can show up for others to support what is right for humanity. We can and
must honor Dr. King by using this quote as a mindset for our lives. We need to remember we
cannot all be famous and popular by doing great big things, but we can be selfless and
benevolent by doing small things in a great way. Dr. King changed how America is for us
today and this quote really demonstrates how he did it, little by little. He fought, and he lost
some, but in the end he changed Americas state of mind and brought up acceptance to our
country. This concept of doing things little by little can really be used in almost all parts of our
lives and can affect the way we view things.

We cannot change things immediately;  for example, we can’t change who our president is
immediately. Instead, little by little, we vote and knock out candidates to find who is going to
be our new president. The way we execute tasks can really change the outcome of it. This
quote really helps to represent that if we rush into something and try to mend it all at once it
will not work. However, if we try doing things little by little the outcome will most likely turn
out better. Dr. King has represented what it means to do these actions. This quote is a huge
inspiration to me and it should be to many others, too.
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